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Abstract
Tile rewriting grammars (TRG) are a new model for deﬁning picture languages. A rewriting rule
changes a homogeneous rectangular subpicture into an isometric one tiled with speciﬁed tiles. Deriva-
tion and language generation with TRG rules are similar to context-free grammars. A normal form
and some closure properties are presented. We prove this model has greater generative capacity than
the tiling systems of Giammarresi and Restivo and the grammars of Matz, another generalization of
context-free string grammars to 2D. Examples are shown for pictures made by nested frames and
spirals.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In the past, several proposals have been made for applying to pictures (or 2D) languages
the generative grammar approach but in our opinion none of them matches the elegance
and descriptive adequacy that made context free (CF) grammars so successful for string
languages. A picture is a rectangular array of terminal symbols (the pixels).
A survey of formal models for picture languages is [3] where different approaches are
compared and related: tiling systems, cellular automata, and grammars. The latter had been
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surveyed in more detail by Siromoney [7]. Classical 2D grammars can be grouped into two
categories 1 called matrix and array grammars.
The array grammars, introduced byRosenfeld, impose the constraint that the left and right
parts of a rewriting rule must be isometric arrays; this condition overcomes the inherent
problem of “shearing” which pops up while substituting a subarray in a host array.
Siromoney’s matrix grammars are parallel-sequential in nature, in the sense that ﬁrst a
horizontal string of nonterminals is derived sequentially, using the horizontal productions;
and then the vertical derivations proceed in parallel, applying a set of vertical productions.
Several variations have been made, for instance [1]. A particular case is the 2D right-linear
grammars in [3].
Matz’s context-free picture grammars [5] rely on the notion of row and column concate-
nation and their closures. A rule is like a string CF one, but the right part is a 2D regular
expression. The shearing problem is avoided because, say, row concatenation is a partial
operation which is only deﬁned on pictures of identical width.
Exploring a different course, our new model, tile rewriting grammar (TRG), intuitively
combines Rosenfeld’s isometric rewriting rules with the tiling system (TS) of Giammarresi
and Restivo [2]. The latter deﬁnes the family of recognizable 2D languages (the same
accepted by on-line tessellation automata of Inoue and Nakamura [4]).
A TRG rule is a schema having a nonterminal symbol to the left and a local 2D language
to the right over terminals and nonterminals; that is the right part is speciﬁed by a set of
ﬁxed size tiles.
As in matrix grammars, the shearing problem is avoided by an isometric constraint, but
the size of a TRG rule need not be ﬁxed. The left part denotes any rectangle ﬁlled with
the same nonterminal. Whatever size the left part takes, the same size is assigned to the
right part. To make this idea effective, we impose a tree partial order on the areas which
are rewritten. A progressively reﬁned equivalence relation implements the partial ordering.
Derivations can then be visualized in 3D as well nested prisms, the analogue of syntax trees
of string grammars.
To our knowledge, this approach is novel and is able to generate an interesting gamut of
pictures: grids, spirals, and in particular a language of nested frames, which is in some way
the analogue of a Dyck language.
Section 2 lists the basic deﬁnitions. Section 3 presents the deﬁnition of TRGgrammar and
derivation, two examples, and proves the basic properties of the model: canonical deriva-
tion, uselessness of concave rules, normal forms, closures for some operations. Section 3
compares TRG with other models, proving that its generative capacity exceeds that of TS
and of Matz’s CF picture grammars. The appendix contains the grammar of Archimedes
spirals.
2. Basic deﬁnitions
Many of the following notation and deﬁnitions are from [3].
1 Leaving aside the graph grammar models because they generate graphs, not 2D matrices.
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Deﬁnition 1. For a ﬁnite alphabet , the set of pictures is ∗∗. For h, k1, (h,k) denotes
the set of pictures of size (h, k) (we will use the notation |p| = (h, k), |p|row = h, |p|col =
k). # is used when needed as a boundary symbol; pˆ refers to the bordered version of picture
p. That is
p ∈ (h,k) ≡ p =
p(1, 1) . . . p(1, k)
...
. . .
...
p(h, 1) . . . p(h, k)
, pˆ =
# # . . . # #
# p(1, 1) . . . p(1, k) #
...
...
. . .
...
...
# p(h, 1) . . . p(h, k) #
# # . . . # #
.
A pixel is an element p(i, j). If all pixels are identical to C ∈  the picture is called
homogeneous and denoted as C-picture.
Row and column concatenations are denoted and¸, respectively. pq is deﬁned iff
p and q have the same number of columns; the resulting picture is the vertical juxtaposition
of p over q. pk is the vertical juxtaposition of k copies of p; p∗ is the corresponding
closure. ¸,k¸ ,∗¸ are the column analogues.
The pixel-by-pixel cartesian product (written p ⊗ q) is deﬁned iff |p| = |q| and is such
that for all i, j , (p ⊗ q)(i, j) = 〈p(i, j), q(i, j)〉.
Deﬁnition 2. Let p be a picture of size (h, k). A subpicture of p at position (i, j) is a picture
q such that, if (h′, k′) is the size of q, then h′h, k′k, and there exist integers i, j (ih−
h′+1, jk−k′+1) such thatq(i′, j ′) = p(i+i′−1, j+j ′−1) for all 1 i′h′, 1j ′k′.
We will write also q(i,j) p, or the shortcut qp ≡ ∃i, j (q(i,j) p).
Moreover, if q(i,j) p, we deﬁne coor(i,j)(q, p) as the set of coordinates of p where q
is located:
coor(i,j)(q, p) = {(x, y) | ix i + |q|row − 1 ∧ jyj + |q|col − 1}.
Conventionally, coor(i,j)(q, p) = ∅, if q is not a subpicture of p. If q coincides with p
we write coor(p) instead of coor(1,1)(p, p).
Deﬁnition 3. Let  be an equivalence relation on coor(p), written (x, y)
∼(x′, y′). Two
subpictures q(i,j) p, q ′(i′,j ′) p are -equivalent, written q
∼ q ′, iff for all pairs (x, y) ∈
coor(i,j)(q, p) and (x′, y′) ∈ coor(i′,j ′)(q ′, p) it holds (x, y) ∼(x′, y′).
A homogeneous C-subpicture qp is called maximal with respect to relation  iff for
every -equivalent C-subpicture q ′ we have
coor(q, p) ∩ coor(q ′, p) = ∅ ∨ coor(q ′, p) ⊆ coor(q, p).
In other words q is maximal if any C-subpicture which is equivalent to q is either a
subpicture of q or it is not overlapping. 2
2 Maximality as used in [6] is different. It corresponds to the condition coor(q, p)coor(q ′, p).
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Deﬁnition 4. For a picture p ∈ ∗∗ the set of subpictures (or tiles) with size (h, k) is
Bh,k(p) = {q ∈ (h,k) | qp}.
We assume B1,k to be only deﬁned on (1,∗) (horizontal strings), and Bh,1 on (∗,1)
(vertical strings).
For brevity, for tiles of size (1, 2), (2, 1), or (2, 2), we introduce the following notation:
p =


B1,2(p) if |p| = (1, k), k > 1,
B2,1(p) if |p| = (h, 1), h > 1,
B2,2(p) if |p| = (h, k), h, k > 1.
Deﬁnition 5. Consider a set of tiles  ⊆ (i,j). The locally testable language in the
strict sense deﬁned by  (written LOCu() 3 ) is the set of pictures p ∈ ∗∗ such that
Bi,j (p) ⊆ .
The locally testable language deﬁned by a ﬁnite set of tilesLOCu,eq({1,2, . . . ,n}) 4
is the set of pictures p ∈ ∗∗ such that for some k, Bi,j (p) = k .
The bordered locally testable language deﬁned by a ﬁnite set of tiles LOCeq({1,2,
. . . ,n}) is the set of pictures p ∈ ∗∗ such that for some k, Bi,j (pˆ) = k .
Deﬁnition 6. Substitution. If p, q, q ′ are pictures, q(i,j)p, and q, q ′ have the same size,
then p[q ′/q](i,j) denotes the picture obtained by replacing the occurrence of q at position
(i, j) in p with q ′.
Deﬁnition 7. The (vertical) mirror image and the (clockwise) rotation of a picture p (with
|p| = (h, k)), respectively, are deﬁned as follows:
Mirror(p) =
p(h, 1) . . . p(h, k)
...
. . .
...
p(1, 1) . . . p(1, k)
, pR =
p(h, 1) . . . p(1, 1)
...
. . .
...
p(h, k) . . . p(1, k)
.
Note that the sizes of Mirror(p) and pR are, respectively, (h, k) and (k, h).
3. Tile rewriting grammars
The main deﬁnition follows:
Deﬁnition 8. A Tile Rewriting Grammar (in short grammar) is a tuple (, N, S, R), where
 is the terminal alphabet, N is a set of nonterminal symbols, S ∈ N is the starting symbol,
R is a set of rules.
R may contain two kinds of rules:
Fixed size: A→ t , where A ∈ N , t ∈ ( ∪N)(h,k), with h, k > 0;
Variable size: A→ , where A ∈ N ,  ⊆ ( ∪N)(h,k), with 1h, k2.
3 To avoid confusion with LOC deﬁned in [3], we mark these with “u” (stands for unbordered, because they do
not use boundary symbols).
4 eq stands for equality test.
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Intuitively a ﬁxed size rule is intended to match a subpicture of (small) bounded size,
identical to the right part t. A variable size rule matches any subpicture of any size which
can be tiled using all the elements t of the tile set . However, ﬁxed size rules are not a
special case of variable size rules.
Deﬁnition 9. Consider a grammar G = (, N, S, R), let p, p′ ∈ ( ∪N)(h,k) be pictures
of identical size, and let , ′ be equivalence relations over coor(p).
We say that (p′, ′) is derived in one step from (p, ), written
(p, )⇒G (p′, ′)
iff for some A ∈ N and for some rule  : A → . . . ∈ R there exists in p a A-subpicture
r (m,n)p, maximal with respect to , such that
• p′ is obtained substituting r with a picture s, i.e.
p′ = p[s/r](m,n),
where s is deﬁned as follows:
Fixed size: if  = A→ t , then s = t ;
Variable size: if  = A→ , then s ∈ LOCu,eq().
• Let z be coor(m,n)(r, p). Let  be the -equivalence class containing z. Then, ′ is equal
to , for all the equivalence classes = ;  in ′ is divided in two equivalence classes, z
and its complement with respect to  (= ∅ if z = ).
More formally,
′ =  \ {((x1, y1), (x2, y2)) | (x1, y1) ∈ z xor (x2, y2) ∈ z} .
The subpicture r is named the application area of rule  in the derivation step.
We say that (q, ′) is derivable from (p, ) in n steps, written (p, ) n⇒G (q, ′), iffp = q
and  = ′, when n = 0, or there are a picture r and an equivalence relation ′′ such that
(p, ) n−1⇒G (r, ′′) and (r, ′′) ⇒G (q, ′). We use the abbreviation (p, ) ∗⇒G (q, ′) for
a derivation with n0 steps.
Deﬁnition 10. The picture language deﬁned by a grammar G (written L(G)) is the set of
p ∈ ∗∗ such that, if |p| = (h, k), then(
S(h,k), coor(p)× coor(p)
) ∗⇒G (p, ), (1)
where the relation  is arbitrary. For short we write S ∗⇒G p.
Note that the derivation starts with a S-picture isometric with the terminal picture to be
generated, andwith the universal equivalence relation over the coordinates. The equivalence
relations computed by each step of (1) are called geminal relations. When writing examples
by hand, it is convenient to visualize the equivalence classes of a geminal relation, by
appending the same numerical subscript to the pixels of the application area rewritten by a
derivation step. The ﬁnal classes of equivalence represent in some sense a 2D generalization
of the parenthesis structure that parenthesized context-free string grammars assigned to a
sentence.
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Example 11. Chinese boxes: G = (, N, S, R), where  = {, , , , ◦}, N = {S}, and
R consists of one ﬁxed size, one variable size rule:
S →    ; S →
{
 ◦
◦ S ,
◦ S
 ◦ ,
◦ S
◦ S ,
S S
◦ ◦ ,
◦ ◦
S S
,
S S
S S
,
◦ 
S ◦ ,
S ◦
S ◦ ,
S ◦
◦ 
}
.
For brevity and readability, we will often specify a set of tiles by a sample picture
exhibiting the tiles as its subpictures. We write | to separate alternative right parts of rules
with the same left part (analogously to string grammars). The previous grammar becomes
S →    |


 ◦ ◦ 
◦ S S ◦
◦ S S ◦
 ◦ ◦ 

 .
A picture in L(G) is
 ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ 
◦  ◦ ◦  ◦
◦ ◦   ◦ ◦
◦ ◦   ◦ ◦
◦  ◦ ◦  ◦
 ◦ ◦ ◦ ◦ 
and is obtained applying the variable size rule twice and then the ﬁxed size rule. We show a
complete derivation for a more general version of this language in the following example.
Example 12. 2D Dyck analogue: The next language Lbox, a superset of Chinese boxes,
can be deﬁned by a sort of blanking rule. But since terminals cannot be deleted without
shearing the picture, we replace them with a character b (blank or background).
Empty frame: Let k0. An empty frame is a picture deﬁned by the regular expression:
(¸(◦)k¸¸)(◦¸bk¸¸◦)k(¸(◦)k¸¸), i.e. a box bordered by ◦, containing just
b’s.
Blanking: The blanking of an empty frame p is the picture del(p) obtained by applying
the projection del(x) = b, x ∈  ∪ {b}.
A picture p is in Lbox iff by repeatedly applying del to subpictures which are empty
frames, an empty frame is obtained.
To obtain the grammar, we add the following rules to the Chinese boxes grammar:
S →
[[
S S X X
S S X X
]]
|


S S
S S
X X
X X

 , X →
[[
S S
S S
]]
.
To illustrate, in Fig. 1 we list the derivation steps of a picture. Nonterminals in the same
equivalence class are marked with the same subscript.
Although this language can be viewed as a 2D analogue of a Dyck’s string language,
variations are possible and we do not claim the same algebraic properties as in 1D.
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Fig. 1. Example derivation with marked application areas.
3.1. Basic properties
The next two statements, which follow immediately from Deﬁnitions 3 and 9, may be
viewed as a 2D formulation of well-known properties of 1D CF derivations.
Let p1 ⇒ · · · ⇒ pn+1 be a derivation, and r1(i1,j1)p1, . . . , rn(in,jn)pn the corre-
sponding application areas.
Disjointness of application areas: For any pf , pg, f < g, one of the following holds:
(1) coor(ig,jg)(rg, pg) ⊆ coor(if ,jf )(rf , pf );
(2) coor(if ,jf )(rf , pf ) ∩ coor(ig,jg)(rg, pg) = ∅.
That is, the application area of a later step is either totally placed within the application
area of a previous step, or it does not overlap. As a consequence, a derivation can be
represented in 3D as a well-nested forest of rectangular prisms, the analogous of derivation
trees of string languages.
Canonical derivation: The previous derivation is lexicographic iff f < g implies (if , jf )
 lex(ig, jg) (where  lex is the usual lexicographic order). Then, the following result holds:
L(G) ≡ {p | S ∗⇒G p and ∗⇒G is a lexicographic derivation}.
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Deﬁnition 13. A rule  of a grammarG is useful if there exists a derivation S ∗⇒G p ∈ ∗∗
which makes use of  at some step; otherwise  is called useless.
Deﬁnition 14. Consider a grammar G = (, N, S, R). A variable size rule A →  is
called concave iff  contains an element of the following set:{
A A
x A
,
x A
A A
,
A x
A A
,
A A
A x
}
,
where A ∈ N, x ∈ N ∪ , x = A.
Theorem 15. A concave rule is useless.
Proof. By contradiction, ifA→ , a concave rule, is used in a derivation, then LOCu,eq in
Deﬁnition 9 compels the use of every tile in. But concave tiles generate pictures having a
concave area ﬁlledwith the same nonterminal, sayA, and the geminal relation updated by the
derivation step is such that this whole area is in the same equivalence class. But Deﬁnition 3
makes it impossible to ﬁnd at following steps, aA-subpicture which is maximal with respect
to the geminal relation; hence the derivation fails to produce a terminal picture. 
Auseful grammar transformation consists of moving terminal symbols to ﬁxed size rules.
Deﬁnition 16. A grammar G is in terminal normal form iff the only rules with terminals
have the form A→ x, x ∈ , i.e. they are unitary rules.
Theorem 17. Every grammarG = (, N, S, R) has an equivalent grammarG′ = (, N ′,
S, R′) in terminal normal form.
Proof. To construct G′, we eliminate terminals from variable size rules and nonunitary
ﬁxed size rules. N ′ contains N, and for every terminal a, we have in N ′ two nonterminals
〈a, 0〉 and 〈a, 1〉. The idea is to replace every homogeneous a-subpicture with a chequered
area of 〈a, 0〉 and 〈a, 1〉, in which every application area has size (1, 1).
LetCh(m,n)0 , (Ch(m,n)1 , respectively) be a chequerboard made of 0 and 1 symbols, starting
with a 0 (1, resp.) at the top-leftmost position. Let  : N ′ ∪ (N × {0, 1}) → N ′ be the
projection deﬁned as (〈a, k〉) = 〈a, k〉, if a ∈ ; (〈A, k〉) = A, if A ∈ N .
The mapping Chequer : P (( ∪N)(m,n))→ P ((N ′)(m,n)) is deﬁned by
Chequer() =
{
(t ⊗ t ′) | t ∈  ∧ t ′ ∈ {Ch|t |0 , Ch|t |1 }
}
.
Then, for every variable size rule X →  in G, the following rules are in G′:{
X → ′ | ′ ⊆ Chequer() ∧ Chequer−1(′) = 
}
.
For every nonunitary ﬁxed size ruleX → t , the ruleX → 
(
t ⊗ Ch|t |0
)
is inG′. Moreover,
the unitary ﬁxed size rules 〈a, 0〉 → a, 〈a, 1〉 → a are in G′. G′ is by construction in
terminal normal form.
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By construction, rules in G′ maintain the same structure and applicability of rules in G,
as far as nonterminals in N are concerned. The only difference resides in derived terminal
subpictures that are replaced in G′ by chequered subpictures made of new nonterminals,
which maintain information about the terminal symbol originally derivable inG in the same
area. The chequered structure of these subpictures contains only unitary application areas.
Therefore, starting from these subpictures, and using the unitary terminal rules introduced
in R′, it is always possible to derive homogeneous terminal subpictures, identical to those
derivable from G. 
Example 18. Terminal normal form of Example 11. It is possible to obtain the equivalent
terminal normal form grammar by using the construction presented in Theorem 17. For
ease of reading, we write the nonterminals 〈a, k〉, a ∈ , k ∈ {0, 1} as ak . The resulting
grammar (without useless rules) is the following:
S → 0 11 0 |


0 ◦1 ◦0 1
◦ 1 S S ◦0
◦ 0 S S ◦1
1 ◦0 ◦1 0

 |


0 ◦1 ◦0 ◦1 ◦0 1
◦ 1 S S S S ◦0
◦ 0 S S S S ◦1
◦ 1 S S S S ◦0
◦ 0 S S S S ◦1
1 ◦0 ◦1 ◦0 ◦1 0


0 → ; 1 → ; ◦0 → ◦; ◦1 → ◦.
3.2. Closure properties
For simplicity, in the following theorem we suppose that L(G1), L(G2) contain pictures
of size at least (2,2).
Theorem 19. The family L(TRG) is closed under union, column/row concatenation,
column/row closure operations, rotation, and alphabetical mapping (or projection).
Proof. Consider two grammars G1 = (, N1, A,R1) and G2 = (, N2, B,R2). Suppose
for simplicity that N1 ∩ N2 = ∅, S /∈ N1 ∪ N2, and that G1,G2 generate pictures having
size at least (2, 2). Then it is easy to show that the grammarG = (, N1∪N2∪{S}, S, R1∪
R2 ∪ R), where
Union ∪:
R =
{
S →
[[
A A
A A
]]
, S →
[[
B B
B B
]]}
is such that L(G) = L(G1) ∪ L(G2).
Concatenation ¸/:
R =
{
S →
[[
A A B B
A A B B
]]}
is such that L(G) = L(G1)¸L(G2). The row concatenation case is analogous.
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Closures ∗¸/∗:
G = (, N1 ∪ {S}, S, R1 ∪ R),
where
R =
{
S →
[[
A A S S
A A S S
]]
|
[[
A A
A A
]]}
is such that L(G) = L(G1)∗¸. The row closure case is analogous.
Rotation R: Construct the grammar G = (, N,A,R′), where R′ is such that, if B →
t ∈ R1 is a ﬁxed size rule, thenB → tR is inR′; ifB →  ∈ R1 is a variable size rule, then
B → ′ is in R′, with t ∈  implying tR ∈ ′. It is easy to verify that L(G) = L(G1)R .
Projection : Without loss of generality, we suppose G1 in terminal normal form (The-
orem 17). Consider a projection  : 1 → 2. It is immediate to build a grammar G′ =
(2, N1, A,R2), such that L(G′) = (L(G1)): simply apply  to unitary rules. That is,
if X → x ∈ R1, then X → (x) ∈ R2, while the other rules of G1 remain in R2
unchanged. 
4. Comparison with other models
We ﬁrst compare with CF string grammars, then TS, and ﬁnally with Matz’s 2D CF
grammars.
4.1. String grammars
If in Deﬁnition 8 we choose h = 1, then a TRG deﬁnes a string language. Such 1D TRGs
are easily proved to be equivalent to CF string grammars. 5 In fact, the TRG model for
string languages is tantamount to a notational variant [6] of classical CF grammars, where
the right parts of rules are local languages.
4.2. Tiling systems and 2D CF grammars
The next comparison has to face two technical difﬁculties: TS are deﬁned by local lan-
guages with boundary symbols, which are not present in TRG, and the test of which tiles are
present uses inclusion in TS, equality in TRG. First we prove that a class of local languages
is strictly included in L(TRG).
Lemma 20. L(LOCu,eq) ⊆ L(TRG).
Proof. Consider a local 2D language over  deﬁned (without boundaries) by the set of sets
of allowed tiles {ϑ1,ϑ2, . . . ,ϑn},ϑi ⊆ (2,2). An equivalent grammar is S → ϑ1 | ϑ2 |
. . . | ϑn. 
5 However the empty string cannot be generated by a 1D TRG.
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To simplify the comparison with TS, we reformulate them using the terms of Deﬁnition
5, showing their equivalence. Then we prove strict inclusion with respect to TRG. First we
recall the original deﬁnition.
Deﬁnition 21 (Giammarresi and Restivo [3, Deﬁnition 7.2]). A tiling system (TS) is a 4-
ple T = (,,ϑ,), where  and  are two ﬁnite alphabets,
(1) ϑ is a ﬁnite set of tiles over the alphabet  ∪ {#},
and  : →  is a projection.
Deﬁnition 22. The tiling systems T Seq and T Su,eq are the same as a TS, with the following
respective changes:
• Replace the local language deﬁned by (1) with LOCeq({ϑ1,ϑ2, . . . ,ϑn}), where ϑi is a
ﬁnite set of tiles over .
• Replace the local language deﬁned by (1) with LOCu,eq({ϑ1,ϑ2, . . . ,ϑn}), where ϑi is
a ﬁnite set of tiles over . In T Su,eq there is no boundary symbol #.
Lemma 23. L(T Seq) ≡ L(T S).
Proof. First, L(T S) ⊆ L(T Seq). This is easy, because if we consider the tile set ϑ of a TS,
by taking {ϑ1,ϑ2, . . . ,ϑn} = P(ϑ) (the powerset) we obtain an equivalent T Seq. Second,
we have to prove that L(T Seq) ⊆ L(T S). In [3], the family of languages L(LOCeq()),
where  is a set of sets of tiles, is proved to be a proper subset of L(T S) (Theorem 7.8).
But L(T S) is closed with respect to projection, and L(T Seq) is the closure with respect to
projection of L(LOCeq()). Therefore, L(T Seq) ⊆ L(T S). 
Next we prove that boundary symbols can be removed.
Lemma 24. L(T Su,eq) ≡ L(T Seq).
Proof (Sketch). Part L(T Seq) ⊆ L(T Su,eq): Let T = (,, {ϑ1,ϑ2, . . . ,ϑn},) be a
T Seq. For every tile set ϑi , separate its tiles containing the boundary symbol # (call this
subset ϑ′i) from the other tiles (ϑ′′i ). That is, ϑi = ϑ′i ∪ϑ′′i . Introduce a new alphabet ′ and
a bijective mapping br : → ′. We use symbols in ′ to encode boundary, and new tile
sets i to contain them: for every tile t in ϑ′′i , if there is a tile in ϑ′i which overlaps with t,
then encode this boundary in a new tile t ′ and put it in the set i . For example, suppose
a b
c d
∈ ϑ′′1
overlaps with
# #
a b
∈ ϑ′1
and with
d #
# # ∈ ϑ
′
1,
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then both
br(a) br(b)
c d
,
and
a br(b)
br(c) br(d)
are in i .
Consider a T Su,eq T ′ = (, ∪ ′,,′), where ′ extends  to ′ as follows:
′(br(a)) = ′(a) = (a), a ∈ , and ubr : ∪′ →  is deﬁned as ubr(a) = br−1(a),
if a ∈ ′, otherwise = a, and it is naturally extended to tiles and tile sets.  is the set
{
ϑ | ϑ ⊆ ϑ′′i ∪ i ∧ ubr(ϑ) = ϑ′′i ∧ ϑ ∩ i = ∅ ∧ 1 in
}
.
The proof that L(T ) = L(T ′) is straightforward and is omitted.
Part L(T Su,eq) ⊆ L(T Seq): Let T = (,, {ϑ1,ϑ2, . . . ,ϑn},) be a T Su,eq. To con-
struct an equivalent T Seq, we introduce the boundary tile sets i , deﬁned as follows. For
every tile
a b
c d
∈ ϑi ,
the following tiles are in i :{
# #
# a ,
# #
a b
,
# #
b # ,
# a
# c ,
b #
d # ,
# c
# # ,
c d
# # ,
d #
# #
}
.
Consider a T Seq T ′ = (,,,), where  is the set{
ϑ ∪ ϑi | ϑ ⊆ i ∧ ϑ = ∅ ∧ 1 in
}
.
It is easy to show that L(T ) = L(T ′). 
Example 7.2 of [3], the language of squares over the alphabet {a}, is deﬁned by the
following T Su,eq:
ϑ1 =


1 0 0 0
0 2 0 0
0 0 2 0
0 0 0 3

 , ϑ2 =

 1 0 00 2 0
0 0 3

 , ϑ3 =
[[
1 0
0 3
]]
,
(0) = (1) = (2) = (3) = a.
Theorem 25. L(T S) ⊆ L(TRG).
Proof. It follows from Theorems 19, 20, 23 and 24, and the fact that L(T Su,eq) is the
closure of L(LOCu,eq) with respect to projection. 
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The following strict inclusion is an immediate consequence of the fact that, for 1D
languages, L(T S) ⊂ L(CF), and L(TRG) = L(CF) \ {	}. But we prefer to prove it
by exhibiting an interesting picture language, made by the vertical concatenation of two
specularly symmetrical rectangles.
Theorem 26. L(T S) = L(TRG).
Proof. Let  = {a, b}. Consider the 2D language of palindromic columns, such as
a b b
b a b
b a b
a b b
L = {p | p = sMirror(s) ∧ s ∈ (h,k), h > 1, k1}.
Consider the grammar G:
S →
[[
X S S
X S S
]]
|
[[
X S
X S
]]
|
[[
X
X
]]
,
X → a
a
| b
b
|


a
X
X
a

 |


b
X
X
b

 .
It is easy to see that L(G) = L. We prove by contradiction that L /∈ L(T S). Suppose that
L ∈ L(T S). Therefore L is a projection of a local language L′ deﬁned over some alphabet
. Let a = || and b = ||, with ab. For an integer n, let
Ln = {p | p = sMirror(s) ∧ |s| = (n, n)}.
Clearly, |Ln| = an2 . Let L′n be the set of pictures in L′ over  whose projections are in Ln.
By choice of b and by construction of Ln there are at most bn possibilities for the nth and
(n+ 1)th rows in the pictures of L′n, because this is the number of mirrored stripe pictures
of size (2, n) over .
For n sufﬁciently large an2bn. Therefore, for such n, there will be two different pic-
tures p = spMirror(sp), q = sqMirror(sq) such that the corresponding p′ =
s′p s′′p, q ′ = s′q s′′q have the same nth and (n+1)th rows. This implies that, by deﬁnition
of local language, pictures v′ = s′p s′′q , w′ = s′q s′′p belong to L′n, too. Therefore, pic-
tures (v′) = spMirror(sq), and (w′) = sqMirror(sp) belong to Ln. But this is a
contradiction. 
We terminate by comparing with a different generalization of CF grammars in two di-
mensions, Matz’s CF picture grammars (CFPG) [5], a model syntactically very similar to
string CF grammars. The main difference is that the right parts of their rules use ¸,
operators. Nonterminals denote unbound rectangular pictures. Derivation is analogous to
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string grammars, but the resulting regular expression may or may not deﬁne a picture (e.g.
a¸(bb) does not generate any picture).
Theorem 27. L(CFPG) ⊆ L(TRG).
Proof (Sketch). Consider now a Matz’s CFPG grammar in Chomsky normal form. It may
contain three types of rules: A→ B¸C; A→ BC; A→ a. Moreover, suppose that
B = C (this is always possible, if we permit copy rules like A → B). Then, A → B¸C
corresponds to the following TRG rules:
A→
[[
B B C C
B B C C
]]
|
[[
B C C
B C C
]]
|
[[
B B C
B B C
]]
|
[
B B C C
] | [ B C C ] | [ B B C ] | B C.
To obtain A → B, just delete C from the previous rules. The case is analogous to ¸,
while A→ a is trivial. 
Theorem 28. L(CFPG) = L(TRG).
Proof. It is a consequence of Theorems 25, 26, and 27, and the fact from [5] that L(T S)
L(CFPG). 
An example of a TRG but not CFPG language is the following. We know from [5]
that the “cross” language, which consists of two perpendicular b-lines on a background
of a, is not in L(CFPG). It is easy to show that the following grammar deﬁnes the
language:
S →


B B A A
B B A A
C C D D
C C D D

 ,
B →

 a aa a
b b

 , A→

 b a ab a a
b b b

 ,
C →
[[
a a
a a
]]
, D →
[[
b a a
b a a
]]
.
The ﬁne control on line connections provided by TRG rules allows the deﬁnition of
complex recursive patterns, exempliﬁed by the spirals presented in the appendix.
5. Conclusions
The new TRG model extends the context-free string grammars to two dimensions. Each
rule rewrites a homogeneous rectangle as an isometric one, tiled with a speciﬁed tile set.
In a derivation the rectangles, rewritten at each step, are partially ordered by the subpicture
relation, which can be represented in three dimensions by a forest of well-nested prisms,
the analogue of syntax trees for strings.
Spirals and nested boxes are typical examples handled by TRG.
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The generative capacity of TRG is greater than that of two previous models: TS and
Matz’s context-free picture grammars.
Practical applicability to picture processing tasks (such as pattern recognition and image
compression) remains to be investigated, which will ultimately depend on the expressive
power of the new model and on the availability of good parsing algorithms.
The analogy with string grammars raises to the educated formal linguist a variety of
questions, such as the formulation of a pumping lemma. For comparison with other models,
several questions may be considered, e.g whether TRG and TS families coincide on a unary
alphabet, or the generative capacity of nonrecursive TRG versus TS.
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Appendix A
Grammar for deﬁning discrete Archimedean spirals with step 3. 6
S →


A A H H H B B
A A H H H B B
V V Q Q Q W W
V V Q Q Q W W
C C K K • D D
C C K K • D D


; Q→
[[
S S
S S
]]
|
• • • •
• · · •
• · · •
,
A→
• • •
• · ·
• · ·
; B →
• • •
· · •
· · •
; C →
• · ·
• · ·
• • •
; D →
· · •
· · •
· · •
,
H →

 • •· ·
· ·

 ; K →

 · ·· ·
• •

 ; V →
[[ • · ·
• · ·
]]
; W →
[[ · · •
· · •
]]
.
6 By Daniele Paolo Scarpazza.
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An example picture:
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